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Seminar Purpose
“Education is what got us here and education is what will get us out.” –
Justice Murray Sinclair

The days of token “cultural awareness training” about Metis are over. The purpose of the
“Metis Connect” seminar is a deeper understanding of what it means to be Metis in British
Columbia, as individuals and as collectives.

Metis Connect – 2 sessions
•

Joe shares his own story of the repatriation of his identity as a Metis person
living in British Columbia and coming to understand his unique Metis voice.
Story participants learn about common portrayals and stereotypes of Metis
people.

•

In the second session, Joe situates his story within broader political, legal, and
cultural narratives of reconciliation, and the work of the BC Metis Federation
in a British Columbian context that supports self-determining communities,
justice, partnerships, inclusive civil society, and a society that is informed and
influenced by indigenous perspectives and principles.

This presentation requires use of laptop, internet and projector and includes a cultural
component.

About Joe Desjarlais – Author and Seminar Facilitator
Biography: Joe Desjarlais graduated from Trinity Western University with a B.Ed. degree
and an M.A. in Interdisciplinary Humanities with a focus on history. He has written articles
and essays and has conducted seminars about Métis history and identity. He currently
works as the Director of Research at the BC Metis Federation and oversees all planning and
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operations for research and knowledge partnerships for BC Metis Federation members and
participating communities.

Contact BC Metis Federation to request a seminar
Seminar Facilitator, Joe Desjarlais can be reached at: j.desjarlais@bcmetis.com. You can
learn more about his work by visiting https://bcmetis.com/programs-services/land-and-lifeproject/ or https://bcmetis.com/programs-services/terrestrial-cumulative-effectsinitiative/
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